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20 YEARS OF IMPROVING PERFORMANCE &
HARNESSING THE POWER OF YOUR DATA

FirstWatch transforms ZOLL CAD, ePCR, Fire RMS, and Billing
data into real-time, actionable information
®

®

Once interfaced with your ZOLL data systems, FirstWatch enables automated, real-time data
analysis, Dashboard and Mobile App Views – all based upon user-defined performance,
operational, and quality measures! Currently deployed at more than 400 agencies across the
U.S. and Canada, FirstWatch is a highly customizable data visualization tool designed to save
time, money, and precious human resources – all while providing
enhanced situational awareness, improved operational effectiveness,
and better outcomes. FirstWatch customers are supported by a
team with more than 500 combined years of experience in public
safety and public safety software.

FirstWatch Core Features
Harnessing the power of your data will improve your agency's performance and quality of patient care. Tap
into the knowledge your data can provide with FirstWatch’s multifaceted suite of real-time tools.

Real-Time Data
Improve Performance
CAD, ePCR, ProQA, RMS,
Monitor KPI’s and adherence to
Lowcode, Billing, or Hospital ED
patient care protocols for
Data at your ﬁngertips
improved patient care

Dashboards
Quickly see the status of any
dataset - take action in
real-time

Easy Implementation
Easy to install, reliable and
secure

Early Event Detection
Alerts for early signs of
chemical, radioactive, or
occurring epidemics or
pandemics

Situational Awareness
Early recognition of suspicious
activity, crime trends, arson
patterns or activity around
high-threat facilities

Enhancement Modules
FirstPass
Automated real-time quality
improvement and protocol
compliance

Demand Analysis
Download select views of
demand and consumption data
into an Excel Spreadsheet

Online Compliance Utility (OCU)
Simplify and manage contract
compliance for exceptions and
exemptions reporting

Reports
User deﬁned parameters against
data from within the FirstWatch
system

Hospital Status Dashboard
Track how many units are
en-route to, or at multiple hospital
facilities

Performance Plus
Monitor performance by
individual, unit, shift, station etc.

Transfer of Care (TOC)
Track patient handoff to monitor
and improve destination times
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Data Mover
Transfer data from FirstWatch to
other applications or stakeholders
Billing Analytics Module (BAM)
Automated dashboards
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Fire Operations Analytics
Module (FOAM)
Helps with fire accreditation (CRFAI)
ProQA Dashboard
Monitor in near real-time ProQA
usage
Academy Analytics
Improving system awareness and
performance through real-time
ProQA data analysis
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Our NEW Interactive Billing Dashboard is currently in development!
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Billing Analytics Module (BAM)
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• Billing Summary view of Cash Collections, Billed Total, Gross Billing per Transport and Unbilled Total
• Billing views by Transport Type, Transport Mix, Charge Occurrance , Miles per Transport
• Cash Collections by Payor Source, by Facility
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Real-Time Tracking of Opiates Overdoses
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Real-Time Tracking of Opiates Overdoses

IAED March/April 2017 Issue
Crisis Proportions: Comm center strategies rally
against opioid epidemic
Surveillance and multi-agency cooperation using
and sharing CAD and electronic patient care
reporting (ePCR) data is a strategy with the
persistence to escalate the war against opioid
abuse.
This article features FirstWatch customers like RAA,
VA and ProEMS, MA who both use FirstWatch to
track potential opioid-related calls by searching
ePCRs for terms such as “Narcan” or “heroin”. Read
the full article here:
https://iaedjournal.org/crisis-proportions/
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1 Patient Encounter = 5 Data Sources

REMSA Community Health Early Intervention Team...
and the Role FirstWatch Plays
The Regional Emergency Medical Services Authority of Reno, Nevada, a non-profit
provider of ground and air ambulance services (and long-time FirstWatch customer),
in partnership with Renown Medical Group, the University of Nevada-Reno School of
Community Health Sciences, the Washoe County Health District, and the State of
Nevada Office of Emergency Medical Services, received an award to create a
Community Health Early Intervention Team (CHIT) to respond to lower acuity and
chronic Disease situations in urban, suburban, and rural areas of Washoe County
Nevada.
FirstWatch is monitoring REMSA’s CAD, ProQA, two ePCR sources and Low Code
data source to provide near real-time data and actionable information that can be
used to reach the project’s goals of reducing: number of non-emergency visits,
unreimbursed emergency department costs, hospital admissions, hospital
readmissions, hospital stay times and ambulance transports.
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FirstWatch Mobile for iOS and Android
Real-Time Dashboards for:
• Situational Awareness

• Response Times and KPIs
• Clinical and Operational
Performance

• Automated Alerting

• Regional Data Aggregation and
Sharing
• Bioterrorism

• Pandemic/Public Health
Surveillance

Customer Alert:

DOWNLOAD the
FirstWatch App for
iPhone, iPad, Android
Tablet and Phone

Real-Time Alerts
Right on your phone!

Trending and Performance
Based Gauges
Trigger Status

Ability to Drill-Down into the
Details or each Trigger

Easily Swipe to View
Additional Triggers
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HOT Trigger Examples
Frequent Patients / Hot Spots

Critical / Special Incidents
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Hospital Status Dashboard & TOC
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The Hospital Transport Status Dashboard lists each primary hospital in the area, showing how
many units are currently en-route to, or at each facility. Additionally, the dashboard provides: count
of units transporting to and arrived at each hospital; average elapsed time and maximum time at
hospital; visual warnings; by hospital / pre-defined counts and time thresholds; summary and
detailed view of each hospital; custom sorting by hospital, allowing each hospital to see transports
and times.

Available as an add-on
feature to the Hospital
Status Transport Dashboard,
the Transfer of Care
module is a web enabled
system that records and
tracks the transfer and
acceptance of a patient to
the Emergency Department.
In addition to capturing the
date and time stamp for the
transfer of care at each
facility, the TOC tool can be
configured to capture delay
reasons over a user defined
threshold.
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Fatigue Reporting
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Report Example: Extended Bed Summary
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Performance by Individal, by Unit, or Shift
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FirstWatch Performance Plus is an enhancement module to existing FirstWatch standard
Performance Triggers. While standard Performance Triggers are great at providing the overall
compliance perspective, they do not provide compliance monitoring at the various individual or
specific component levels. For example – standard Performance Triggers can monitor overall Priority
1 calls processed within 45 seconds, ninety percent of the time. However, they cannot measure or
monitor the individual Call-Taker’s performance against the same standard (John Smith’s
performance).
The Performance Plus module is designed to do just that, by analyzing both the overall and the
specific components that make up the overall compliance. By automating these performance
measures, it increases situational awareness and early detection of potential problem areas, which in
turn allows for early mitigation – resulting in improved performance, compliance, and operational
efficiencies. Real-time alerts on individual performance keep your finger on the pulse of performance
in your agency.

Example Performance Plus Triggers:
• Call processing times – performance by
individual call taker
• Dispatch assignment – performance by
individual dispatcher
• Total call processing performance –
performance by individual
• Call-taker/dispatcher performance by priority

• Call-taker call completeness/accuracy
• Geovalidation by call-taker
• Call-taker overides
• 1st unit assignment accuracy
• Unit/crew times – performance by unit,
by station, by battalion, and individual
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Workload Monitoring
Make informed, real-time decisions when sending your crews on calls based on their current total
task time for that shift.
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Telecommunicator & Provider Wellness
Critical Incident Notification

Allina Health EMS uses their Critical Incidents trigger to alert their Chaplain in real-time.

Workforce Safety
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Online Compliance Utility (OCU)
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The Online Compliance Utility (OCU) module is a web-enabled collaboration tool for use by
Providers and Authorities to simplify and manage contract compliance for exceptions and exemption
reporting. The web-based FirstWatch add-on tool provides interactive queues with a consistent
“look and feel” for both the provider and the authority, allowing for on-line review and adjudication of
late runs based on agreed upon business rules. Once business rules for call processing have been
agreed upon, FirstWatch secures any changes to those rules unless agreed upon by both active
participants (Authority and Provider). OCU is capable of capturing late response analysis, evaluating
complex business logic, supporting documentation attachments and auto generated reporting
output.

OCU Module Capabilities:

• The OCU module is capable of capturing late response data, supporting documentation and
attachments, and provides flexibility for staff input.

• Records being initially placed in a presumptively “Late Call” category (queue) can be submitted for
exception or exemption consideration once supporting information is supplied.
• A decision, based on the agreed upon protocols, can then be made with the OCU offering the
ability to document the approval, denial or the request for further information. The OCU module
also supplies the means for appealing any such decision.

• The Online Compliance Utility module is a “near real time” software tool that offers up to date
compliance percentages, etc. precluding the more conventional “end of month” system analysis
and reports.
• With the OCU module comes the output of monthly compliance reporting, documenting
performance standards, penalties and fines as defined by the agency.
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Important to note: As a neutral third - party, FirstWatch will only implement the OCU business rules as agreed upon by
the Authority and Provider. FirstWatch secures any changes to those rules unless agreed upon by both active
participants (Authority and Provider). This allows for transparency and collaboration between all involved parties.

OCU Reports:
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Online Compliance Utility (OCU) continued
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The following reports come with the purchase of the OCU enhancement module:
1. OCU Incident Detail - one combined report with all the calls in OCU
2. OCU Calls in Progress - emailed daily to the provider and authority OCU users to show the OCU
users if they have any calls in the OCU that they need to work
3. Compliance Report - shows the Contractual response time compliance summary based on the
criteria for the contract which may be by Zone/Priority or City/Determinant
4. Penalty Report - shows the Contractual response time compliance and penalties based on the
criteria for the contract which may be by Zone/Priority or City/Determinant
5. Exemption Reasons - report shows a count of how many exemption reasons were used for a
given time period
6. Response and Transport Summary - summary of response and transport information for a given
time period
7. Mutual Aid Received and Given - allows the provider to see how much mutual aid comes into
the contracted areas and how much mutual aid the provider is providing outside the contracted
area
8. Late Reasons - used internally by the Provider and is not made available to the Authority. Its
purpose is to allow the provider to flag incidents that were late by the list of customizable reasons
9. Reconciliation Report - used to show which incidents are in the OCU based on qualifying criteria
and which incidents did not qualify to be in the OCU

OCU Key Benefits:

• Real-time access to calls outside defined standards

• Web-enabled, late run call analysis completed anywhere

• Simple, universal tool designed for both Authority and Provider

• Automated rules designed to simplify and streamline the process
• 3rd party transparency

• Save time, money and resources

Testimonial:

“Before we implemented our FirstWatch OCU, I would spend 20-30 hours every month processing
the late responses and exemption requests which included manually verifying the call information and
personally calculating the penalty amounts by ambulance zone and then individually generating 10
invoices that were delivered via U.S. mail. Due to the time commitment, we were often 30-45 days
behind in completing the process and getting the invoices sent out. Now, with OCU, I spend an hour
or two a few times a month to go through the current late responses and exemption requests.
FirstWatch generates the invoices and they are emailed to providers directly, which has reduced our
invoicing process as much as 45 days. FirstWatch OCU has truly revolutionized our ambulance
response compliance program.” – Steve Carroll, EMS Administrator, Ventura County, CA
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Demand, Consumption, and Analysis
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One of the many challenges faced by agencies is making the most effective use of the resources
they have available. A common way to forecast needs for staffing, scheduling and resource
deployment is to analyze historical patterns of demand for service, both by day of week and hour of
day and geographically. This time proven approach is referred to as "Demand Analysis.”
Variations of this approach have been used for more than 20 years all around the world. In the past,
the process of compiling and creating a complete temporal and geographic Demand Analysis was
tedious, time-consuming, and too often, very manual.

FirstWatch has created a real time, dynamically updated and calculated Demand Analysis Module
which offers views of select customer data. The Demand Analysis calculations in the data can be
downloaded into an Excel spreadsheet, with all formulas intact. We're working to enhance the
Demand Analysis module by adding a Demand Consumption-based approach, as well as
addressing geographical demands by creating up-to-the minute problem/solution maps for each
hour of the day and each day of the week and/or other user-defined intervals.
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NEW: Mapping Features
Toggle on/off to layer different mapping components such as Battalion Chief Districts, Station
Districts, Fire Districts, Population Density, Cities and Counties. Display calls by Top 10 Problems in
order to see what/where your most common calls are happening.

Heat maps with a sliding transparency scale
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NEW: Interactive Data Visualization Tool (IDV)
IN DEVELOPMENT: Our NEW Interactive Data Visualization Tool (IDV) is a
modernized look and feel that allows users to interact with the data that has
been configured for a particular trigger. The end user is able to view or filter
based upon the desired data elements:
• Ability to save customer filters or settings
• Volume and Response Compliance Interval breakdown by: Selectable data
ranges (up to 5 years), Demographically, Day of week/hour of day, Station,
Company, Shift, Battalion Unit
• Grouping data and comparing by previous day, month or year
• Flexibility in visual display allows user to change the display that is right for
them
• Ability to view data in grid that allows the end user to modify the order or
select the columns to display or apply custom filters and then export this
information to Excel as needed.
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NEW: Interactive Data Visualization Tool (IDV)
View Compliance by Alarm,
Turnout and Travel Time
Real-time ability to adjust goal or
view as Fractile instead of
Average

NEW Custom
Set-up Tool
to Customize
your IDV
views
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Automates Performance Improvement
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FirstPass Module
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Know how your system is performing on the things that matter
most in near-real time.
The NEW FirstPass Dashboard includes a customizable display of a tiled summary of where your
calls are in your FirstPass queues, and Statistical Process Control (SPC) charts for each of your
system’s Protocols.
• Real-time Atuomated Performance Improvement - use one tool to monitor Protocol compliance,
documanetation, and improvement sucess
• Measure Protocol Compliance - Priortize and monitor the protocols that are most improtant to
your system
• Enhance Documentation Quality - real-time review of completion of required ePCR fields
• Provide Meaningful Feedback - ask questions and provide medics with feedback before they end
their shift
• Save Time & Resources - Let the computer do the work and save the human for what is most
important
• Monitor Medic Performance - Track individual performance to overall system objectives
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Academy Analytics for ProQA Data
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Our newly enhanced ProQA
Dashboard will give
communications dispatch
supervisors a quick and easy
way to identify in near
real-time their ProQA usage.

Product Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seamlessly interfaces with ProQA/Paramount for EMD, Fire and Police
FREE to existing FirstWatch customers with ProQA interface
Multiple ProQA measures in one dashboard view
Monitor Pre/Post caller instructions
Determine if the appropriate dispatch level was assigned
Improve call processing times
Refreshes automatically!
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Fire Operations Analytics Module (FOAM)
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• The Fire Operations and Analytics Module provides fully automated and dynamic reporting of your
Fire Department’s Operational Metrics and Key Performance Indicators.
• Full integration with your Department’s Standards of Cover and Strategic Planning Documents

• Provides GIS/Mapping display capabilities to illustrate community risks, demands and coverage.
• Data is integrated into a true Quality Improvement framework that tracks performance over time
and identifies trends that require attention.
• Suite of dynamically updated and auto-distributed reports on operational performance factors
including turnout and travel times and demand for services.
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Join Us
We will be at the following
conferences this
spring/summer and
would love to see you. If
you would like to schedule
time to meet with us
one-on-one at any of these
conferences, please contact:
Jenny Abercrombie,
Marketing Coordinator at
jabercrombie@firstwatch.net

Upcoming Conferences
May 20-24

May 30-31

June 13-15

MAY 20-24

June 11-13

July 23-27

May 21-24

June 11-14

August 8-11

ICC
Naples, FL

CFED WEST
Indian Wells, CA
NASEMSO
Providence, RI

EMSAAC
San Diego, CA
Fire Rescue Med
Henderson, NV
NFPA
Las Vegas, NV

PCC
Edmonton, CAN
Pinnacle
Phoenix, AZ
IAFC
Dallas, TX

Recent Awards & Media Coverage

To learn more about how FirstWatch transforms raw data into
real-time, actionable information, stop by FirstWatch Booth #24
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Contact one of our
team members today to
learn more about our
real-time, quality
improvement tools.
Marc Baker - Vice President
mbaker@firstwatch.net
D: 760.658.9848
C: 619.977.4785
Terry Fitch - Sales Manager
tfitch@firstwatch.net
D: 760.658.9868
C: 858.444.0622
Phil Davis - Regional Manager
pdavis@firstwatch.net
D: 727.330.3411
C: 727.432.2312
Carlynn Page - Regional Manager
cpage@firstwatch.net
D: 760.658.9858
C: 385.243.4697

Improve Performance
Improve Quality
Improve Results
Contact us Today for a Live Demo:
sales@ﬁrstwatch.net
760.943.9123

www.ﬁrstwatch.net

